Strategy of Pharmacological Regulation of Intracellular Signal Transduction in Regeneration-Competent Cells.
The study focuses on the development of principally novel priority-oriented healthcare strategy - targeted therapy in regenerative medicine known as Strategy of Pharmacological Control over Intracellular Signal Transduction in Regeneration-Competent Cells. It implies selective action of promising drugs on specific key elements in the signaling cascade responsible for functional activity of various progenitor cells (including stem cells) and elements of tissue microenvironment. The results of pioneer studies are described that were aimed on revealing the peculiarities in signal transduction and the role of distinct signaling molecules (the potential targets) in the control of cell cycle and other functions of progenitor elements and regulatory cells of different types. The models of some pathological states were employed to demonstrate the possibility of effective implementation of the advanced pharmacotherapeutic concept. The developed theoretical and applied platform can be used to launch synthesis of principally novel preparations with regenerative activity.